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INITIALIZATION SCHEDULE – NEW LINER 

Your new prosthesis (artificial limb) has been developed specifically for you and is intended to help restore some 

previous abilities.  This process requires a period of adjustment called the Initialization or Break-in Period to allow 

your body to become accustomed to the presence of new contact with materials that transfers forces to your body 

in new ways.  The soft tissues such as skin and muscle need a chance to get used to these new and different 

pressures—too much, too soon can cause discomfort or skin breakdown.  

The following is a schedule to guide you through this process.  These are recommended times that will typically 

work but to insure your safety and comfort, please adjust times downward as appropriate if you see any areas of 

concern or are experiencing discomfort. Working with supervision from your Physical Therapist is the best choice 

and always follow these guidelines for the best results: 

 Inspect your skin after each period of use, particularly at the beginning of the process 

 Redness is normal but should fade in 20 minutes if your skin is tolerating the new pressure. 

 If the time indicated seems to be “too much” simply back up two days on the chart and continue from that 

point. 

 It’s OK to decrease wear time if needed but always progress gradually—avoid stopping and starting. 

 Consistent wear will also let your “head” get used to the presence of something new and make the 

transition much easier. 

 Be sure to don the prosthesis as carefully as possible to get position, strap tension, etc. correct—refer to 

your donning instructions and/or video provided for more information. 

 Discontinue using the prosthesis and contact us if you have continuing discomfort or areas of concern! 

DAY  WEAR TIME    NOTES 

1 1/2 hour twice Allow a break of several hours between times 

2 1 hour  One continuous session 

3 1 hour twice Allow a break of several hours between times 

4 2 hours  Continue on with single wear sessions as indicated 

5 2 hours   

6 3 hours   

7 3 hours   

8 4 hours   

9 4 hours   

10 6 hours Continue adding time until the total desired time is reached 

  adding time every two days as tolerated 

 

Remember to continue to wear your shrinker at night—observe the manufacturer’s cleaning info! 

We want the prosthesis to be as comfortable for you as possible.  We are always happy to discuss 

problems or concerns you may be having and to see you on follow up if there are areas that you 

continue to have difficulty with.  All services provided are guaranteed for a period of 90 days and we will 

work hard to give you the best fit, function and service possible. 


